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HARDY HOUSE : A CENTURY AND HALF OF HISTORY

1863 | FOUNDATION
The cognac house was 
founded by Anthony Hardy, 
London gentleman and wine 
and spirits professional. He 
adopted the symbol of the 
French cockerel in tribute to 
his new homeland.

1869 | SUCESS
In 1869 his Cognac Fine 
Champagne was awarded the 
Diploma of Excellence at the 
Amsterdam exhibition, 
richly-deserved recognition 
of his commitment and 
passion for the ‘nectar of the 
gods’.

1872 | PHYLLOXERA
The Cognac world was 
shaken to its core in the late 
19th century by a cataclysm 
which threatened to halt 
Maison Hardy’s development 
in its tracks: the phylloxera 
blight.

1891 | GOLD IN ST PETERSBURG

In 1891 the Saint-Petersburg 
Exhibition awarded the 
prestigious Gold Medal to 
Hardy’s ‘Cognac de 
l’Alliance’, created as a 
tribute to the longstanding 
alliance between France and 
Russia.

1910 | CONQUERING THE 
EAST

Antoine Hardy’s son Valère 
was involved in the family 
business from an early age. 
Acutely aware of the 
evolutions in the 
international market, he 
focused on boosting exports 
to the East and North of 
Europe.

1924 | ARMAND HARDY

Valère Hardy died 
prematurely, shortly before 
the outbreak of the Great 
War. Armand, one of his five 
children, took up the reins of 
Maison Hardy.

1957 | THE COCKEREL GROWS UP

Armand Hardy passed away 
in 1957, and Maison Hardy 
finally became a limited 
company with Jacques Hardy 
as managing director. New 
markets were beginning to 
open up in North America, 
South America and 
English-speaking Africa. The 
cockerel was growing up.

TODAY
Bénédicte Hardy represents 
the fifth generation of the 
family brand. As Maison 
Hardy’s international 
ambassador, she is also 
responsible for developing 
USA sales.

1961 | THE ANNIVERSARY SERIES

Invention of the anniversary 
series concept, marking the 
start of a long-lasting saga 
which has seen the birth of 
several carafes.

2012 | CUVÉE BÉNÉDICTE

Bottled in 1983 by Jacques 
Hardy, it is kept in a leather 
casket and a prestigious 
crystal carafe designed by 
Marie-Claude Lalique. This 
limited edition cognac, of 
which only 333 were 
produced, bears the 
signature
of Bénédicte Hardy.



HARDY TRADITION | VS - VSOP - VSOP ORGANIC - XO
A collection of four superior cognacs with elegant and effortlessly stylish.



HARDY TRADITION | VS 
Hardy VS boasts an elegant, pale colour withgolden tints. This harmonious alliance of the four finest Cognac
crus exhales floral scents and offers subtle balance between fresh and smooth.

Available formats :
5 | 37,5 | pet 50 cl without box
70 | 75 | 100 | 150 | 175 cl with box



HARDY TRADITION | VSOP 
Hardy VSOP charms the eye with its bronze colour and deep, attractive tints, and the nose with its fresh pear 
scents, leading into warmer walnut notes and spicy cinnamon hints.

Available formats :
5 | flask 20 | 50 | pet 50 cl without box
70 | 75 | 100 | 150 | 300 cl with box



HARDY TRADITION | VSOP ORGANIC
Maison Hardy aims to respond to the strong demand for organic Cognac. This VSOP stands out by its added 
hint of freshness and aromatic purity.

Available formats :
5 cl without box
70 | 75 cl  with box



HARDY LEGEND 1863 
A unique bottle and a selection of petite champagne, fins bois and touch of borderies.

Available formats :
5 cl without box
70 | 75 | 100 cl  with box



HARDY TRADITION | XO RARE
Hardy XO Rare plunges you into an experience like no other: draped in its amber-tinted vermilion robe, its 
magical fresh rose petal, ripe date and cigar box scents are an enchantment.

Available formats :
70 | 75 cl  with box



HARDY PRESTIGE COLLECTION | NOCES D’ARGENT - NOCES D’OR SUBLIME - 
NOCES DE PERLE - NOCES DE DIAMANT  
The Prestige collection is a truly magnificent series of cognacs, containing blends aged 25, 30, 50, 60 years 
and more, it embodies the emotion of times past.



HARDY PRESTIGE COLLECTION | NOCES D’ARGENT 
The carafe contains a blend of 30 different eaux-de-vie that have been aged for an average of 25 years. 
It has been produced with Grande and Petite Champagne, earning the Fine Champagne designation.

Fine Champagne Noces d’Argent is a
distinguished cognac that combines

the rich aromas of raisins and tobacco with
fine notes of spices and honey.

Available formats :
70 | 75 cl  with case



HARDY PRESTIGE COLLECTION | NOCES D’OR SUBLIME
The bottle is highly distinctive, with an Art Deco-inspired rooster etched into the glass. it contains a rare,
exclusive blend from the Grande Champagne area.

The bouquet is floral with lilacs. The
palate is both velvety and fresh, just like the
candied cherry notes which over the palate.
The harmonious finish borders on the sublime.

Available formats :
70 | 75 cl  with case



HARDY PRESTIGE COLLECTION | NOCES DE PERLE
A blend of ten different Grande Champagnes with distinct raisin notes followed by dried meadow flowers in
the finish.

There is gourmet pleasure in the delicately
peppery onset and its gentle development
with hints of vanilla.

Available formats :
70 | 75 cl  with case



HARDY PRESTIGE COLLECTION | NOCES DE DIAMANT
This truly great cognac has wonderful complecity characterised by Charente rancio. The palate is dominated
but not overpowered by spicy bitter orange notes and a hint of ginger.

Its lingering finish transports us to a world
of hot and powerful spices where the
aromas of saffron and old leather mingle.

Available formats :
70 | 75 cl  with case



HARDY PRIVILÈGE | CUVÉE BÉNÉDICTE
This limited edition cognac, of which only 333 were produced, bears the signature of Bénédicte Hardy.

The extremely long period og ageing has given this
exceptional blend an aromatic richness which is
expressed in scents of wood, nuts and cigar boxes.

Available formats :
75 cl  with case



THE 4 SEASONS BY LALIQUE | PRINTEMPS - ÉTÉ - AUTOMNE - HIVER
In celebration of nature’s cycle, Hardy presents its Four Seasons series, in collaboration with the prestigious
LALIQUE crystal. 400 decanters make up this strictly limited series which each unit is signed and numbered.



Available formats :
70 | 75 cl  with case

THE 4 SEASONS BY LALIQUE | CARAFE PRINTEMPS 

For the PRINTEMPS 
blend, our Cellar Master 
has selected some 
exceptional eaux-de-vie 
to create a vibrant 
cognac with delightful 
floral notes, first stage in 
the aromatic 
development of these 
remarkable Grande 
Champagne cognacs.



Available formats :
70 | 75 cl  with case

THE 4 SEASONS BY LALIQUE | CARAFE ÉTÉ

HARDY COGNAC is proud 
to introduce l’ÉTÉ, the 
SUMMER issue of our 
remarkable Grande 
Champagne cognacs. This 
beautiful LALIQUE 
decanter id filled with 
an exceptional blend of 
eaux-de-vie showcasing 
notes of honey and 
apricot nectar, truly the 
essence of summer as 
chosen by our Cellar 
Master. 



Available formats :
70 | 75 cl  with case

THE 4 SEASONS BY LALIQUE | CARAFE AUTOMNE

This beautiful LALIQUE 
decanter is filled with an 
exceptional blend of rare 
eaux-de-vie showcasing 
notes of citrus and 
candied fruit, true 
essence of autumn as 
chosen by our Cellar 
Master as the third 
expression of our Four 
Seasons collection.



Available formats :
70 | 75 cl  with case

THE 4 SEASONS BY LALIQUE | CARAFE HIVER

L’HIVER is the climax of 
the Four Seasons 
collection. The ice blue 
tiara on this lovely 
decanter symbolizes the 
dormant vines. The cycle 
of the Four Seasons is 
closed with this 
delightful blend of 
century old cognacs. The 
oak and candied orange 
flavors are enhanced by a 
hint of cardamom and 
cloves.
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